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Cover image: Tegan Polygon Decay
Nick Greenglass
Nick Greenglass has spent the last year as alumni artist-in-residence in the print studios at UWE, Bristol. 
During this time he has been experimenting with relief print, screenprint and digital print processes. 
His work explores the relationship between identity and technology by comparing past and future 
aesthetics. By interrupting the digital print process with a hand burnished chemical decay, organic 
textures have been created that hark back to crumbling oil painted frescos on centuries old walls. 

Blurring the lines between the push for new digital technologies in our lives with the desire to hold onto 
and not destroy the past. Cra�ed digital inkjet with chemical decay, edition of 10. 
www.nickgreenglass.com

Endpage image: Memory Interrupted 
Cathey Webb
Memory Interrupted is about the precariousness of our memories. How lapses in memory, interruptions, 
occur when reminiscing about past events and the names of places. A walk by the river is described in 
letterpress-printed, un�nished, sentences where someone is trying to recall the name of the little blue 
�owers along the riverbank. �e sentences sit on top of delicate prints of the �ower fading from memory, 
whilst a �ower hides in a central pocket as a name might hide in a pocket of memory. �e book is encased 
with gold end papers emphasising how precious our memories are. Letterpress printed on digitally edited 
photo, with Needle �read Pocket and crocheted �ower. http://www.catheywebb.com
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�anks to Nikos Stavrakantonakis and the Greek Printmakers Association (E.E.X.) for inviting us to 
participate in Athens Print Fest “18” 4th edition – nóstos / nostalgia. We also extend our gratitude to 
Fanio Michalopoulou and the Felios Foundation in Athens for hosting our exhibition. �anks also to 
Eleanna Barba for her graphic design work for the o�cial Athens Print Fest catalogue.

For any enquiries, please contact Sarah Bodman, MA Multidisciplinary Printmaking Programme Leader 
at UWE, Bristol: Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk

https://courses.uwe.ac.uk/WW1212/multi-disciplinary-printmaking
www.uwe.ac.uk/sca/research/cfpr/
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MA Multidisciplinary Printmaking at the Centre for Fine Print Research, UWE Bristol 

Interruptions

Interruptions is an exhibition of works by artist printmakers selected from the University of the West of 
England’s MA Multidisciplinary Printmaking (MAMDP) programme, faculty sta�, visiting artists, doctoral 
students at the Centre for Fine Print Research and alumni from the MAMDP programme. 

Nostalgia can be for a lost homeland, for places visited or lived in, for times past, for people met and missed. 
It can be triggered by touch, smell, turning a page in a book, taste, a sound, experiencing elements of the 
seasons or weather. Such seemingly insigni�cant interruptions can for a moment, suspend us in another time 
and place, forgetting the present, romanticising the past or another place, or dreaming of a di�erent future.

�e selected works include artists’ books, such as Cathey Webb’s Memory Interrupted. A walk by the river 
is described in letterpress-printed, un�nished, sentences where someone is trying to recall the name of the 
little blue �owers along the riverbank. �e sentences sit on top of delicate prints of the �ower fading from 
memory, whilst a �ower hides in a central pocket as a name might hide in a pocket of memory. 

�e Desert Inside is a travelling project by Cecilia Mandrile & Lina Meruane, conceptually based in the sense 
of incompleteness and solitude experienced throughout a displacing process. Rooted in the constant search 
for aesthetics that portray impermanence, Mandrile carries and documents the �ux of ludic graphic artefacts 
throughout moving backgrounds. Latitude, the third chapter of �e Desert Inside collection of travelling 
journals, was developed in collaboration with Chilean novelist Lina Meruane throughout parallel journeys 
in the north desert of Argentina and Chile. �e cut-out accordion book translates a solitary, yet shared 
experience at both sides of the Andes. 

Lauren Curl’s Ert screenprint with emboss, is inspired by torn billboard posters and how surfaces act as a 
record of history, an urban archaeology, mapping out a story of the place or even an imagined land. �e torn 
edges elude to geographical borders with unfamiliar coastlines, a landscape interrupted. 

Kate Bernstein’s unique screenprint Pomegranate, 2017, is an exploration of spatial incongruities and of 
narrative assumptions. A real pomegranate sits on a solid surface, or maybe not. 

Kar Mern Tan’s etched landscapes are o�en detailed by a lone �gure, ‘�e Wanderer’ whose back is always 
turned to us, surveying the scene we too are viewing. �is nostalgic urban wilderness of white horizons and 
tall structures speaks of an emptiness. Spaceships dri� across the horizon - piercing fragments of this scene of 
an unknown history or perhaps, future.

Prerna Chandiramani’s unique lithograph print Lost Connection, explores the essence of handwritten letters 
in the age of digital communication. �e pure and sensitive qualities of the folds in the letter paper express 
her desire to capture and preserve the dying art of letter writing. Phil Johnson’s copperplate aquatint etching 
Tsing Sha Highway, Hong Kong, is of a landscape which resonates and interrupts his thoughts and dreams to 
this day. ‘In many ways the power of the re-imagined landscape is greater than when we are actually in it’.

Surface Layers by Wendy Rhodes (etching) is a visual exploration of walking through the landscape in which 
she lives. Drawing is at the core of her practice, and is given �ight by the rich variety of techniques available 
in etching. �e etchings are an extension of drawing - a material engagement that describes a visual tactility 
expressing an experiential view of place.  

Interruptions is curated by Sarah Bodman (Senior Research Fellow for Artists’ Books & Programme Leader 
MA Multidisciplinary Printmaking) and Elena Zeppou (independent artist and MAMDP student).
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Remorse is Memory Awake
Catherine Ade 
I am interested in how I can create new scenes 
from photographs and memory to play with 
image making that moves between the conscious 
and the unconscious. �e loss of being present 
in the moment of everyday rush. What Virginia 
Woolf called ‘moments of being’. 

�e labour intensive process of lithography is a 
means to record one of those ordinary moments 
from people just living their lives quietly. 
Lithograph, edition of 10, 2018.

https://catherineade.com

Aits & Eyots  
Frans Baake 
Aits & Eyots is based on a walk 
with John Janssen, having 
seen some small islets in River 
�ames, I set foot on just a few. 
Never mind.

Edition of 200, Enschede 2011. 

http://www.fransbaake.nl
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Atropos
Mavina Baker, Teacup Press

Atropa Belladonna, the deadly 
nightshade. For this bookwork 
I had two sources of inspiration, 
an old friend and herbalist, and 
the long human history of using 
plants therapeutically. I went 
out into nature to gather my 
thoughts and �ll a sketchbook 
with wild �ower images, much 
as a herbalist would go to gather 
material; which brought to mind 
memories of a time sorting herbs 
with a friend who is no longer 
with us.

In Atropos I recount the poet’s 
awareness of the inescapability 
of death and of retrospection, 
both uniquely human responses to existential themes. A limited edition of 30, hand bound pamphlet book, 
original handprinted letterpress, printed from polymer plates, on Mohawk paper with a so� cover.
https://teacuppress.blogspot.com  

Splendour Dishes, �eadora Ballantyne-Way
I make work on the theme of the B-movie, re-imagining a surprising and unprecedented character for the 
familiar domestic objects of today in an appearance of the past. 
https://www.instagram.com/theadora_ballantyne_way/ 
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Forget Everything I Know and Start From Scratch, Aoife Barrett
Two colour Lithograph, miniature print edition of 60, 2014. aoifebarrett13@gmail.com

Black Cross Channel
Guy Begbie
My books o�en allude to the 
theme of passage, dérive or 
walking through landscape. 

�ey are constructed to be 
opened out and con�gured 
as freestanding, displayed 
structures that convey a 
sense of the visual poetics of 
contained architectural and 
sculptural layered space.

Monoprint screenprint, 1998. 
https://guybegbie.com 
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My Dad
John Bently Liver & 
Lights No. 39
When my Dad died in 
2007, I wrote a poetic 
eulogy to read at his 
memorial service, 
which became the 
basis for this book, 
alongside a poem by 
my brother Peter. 

Bound in Victorian 
red leatherette 
paper found in the 
Camberwell College 
of Art basement,
le� behind when the 
restoration degree 
moved out, and some le�over music manuscript paper from my dad’s briefcase. Initially, I intended to make 
copies just for family members but I felt the universal message of the book might be of help to others. 
Laser printing and photocopy with rubber stamps and some Print Gocco, 100 copies; published by Liver & 
Lights Scriptorium, 2007. http://bonesandthea�.blogspot.com

Pomegranate, 2017, Kate Bernstein
An exploration of spatial incongruities and of narrative assumptions.
A real pomegranate sits on a solid surface, or maybe not. 
Unique screenprint, 56 x 38 cm, 2017. http://www.katebernsteinbookartist.co.uk 
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Annals of Applied Unusual 
Natural Phenomenology, 
Vol 69, No.17,  
Csilla Biro 
�e layers of discourse the 
series embraced over two 
years - site speci�city, 
paranormal curiosity and 
image-text relationships - 
revealed con�icting personal 
obsessions that come with 
uprooting oneself: outrage 
over history systematically 
ignored and eroded, resisting 
the urge to romanticise one’s 
origins, feeling out of place 
and frustrated with an identity 
stuck in transition, attempting 
to cure the resulting nostalgia 
with satire.

Flowers In Hotel Rooms Volume V
Sarah Bodman
From a series of books inspired by Richard Brautigan’s novel, �e Abortion: An Historical Romance 1966. 
Each book contains 10 images/performances/tributes for 10 books read whilst travelling. �ese books have 
helped occupy my time by imagining what the characters in the books I read would be doing if they were 
here. For Volume V, I read Gogol’s Dead Souls, looking at a gilded mirror in a London hotel room thinking 
of Chichikov’s purchases. In Melbourne, I read the Jerilderie Letter alongside Peter Carey’s manuscripts 
for �e True History of the Kelly Gang. In �e Netherlands, working with Tom Sowden, for John Fante’s 
Ask �e Dust, I appropriate the palm tree remnants from an Ed Ruscha tribute video we made on the 
train. In Scotland I wept with laughter at an empty fridge thanks to David Sedaris’s Barrel Fever, and a�er 
interviewing Dmitry Sayenko ate ‘mashed peas’ in Manchester for Daniil Kharms. Edition of 20, 2016. 2016.
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/sarah-bodman
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Echo Chamber
Leonie Bradley
Echo Chamber was made in response to the Brexit referendum and election of Trump. Social media played a 
key role in these elections and because we tend to follow likeminded people, we simply hear our own voice 
echoed back. Society is fragmented and interrupted. We need to reconnect and listen to everyone’s voices, 
not just our own. Photo etching, edition of 20. https://www.leoniebradley.com 

Hyacinth in a jug
Ruth Broadway
�e sweet honey smell of hyacinths 
brings back memories of picking 
�owers in my grandparents’ 
abundant garden as a child. 
�is lino print comes from a series 
of bold line drawings made in a 
loose, spontaneous fashion, using 
both dominant and non-dominant 
hands to mark make. �e relatively 
immediate process of drawing 
with a pen has been consciously 
slowed down by carefully carving 
the drawn marks into the printing 
block. �e results retain some of 
the drawing style, but with an added 
chiselled, graphic quality. 
Lino print, edition of 25.
https://www.ruthbroadway.com
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Open Out, Frea Buckler
Screenprint miniature print edition of 60, 2017. http://www.freabuckler.com

Mrs Derrick’s Blankets, Angie Butler
My work is predominantly in artists’ books, o�en using letterpress as a method of production. 
I am interested in celebrating the ordinary events and occurrences of everyday life, thus deeming them 
extra-ordinary and special by their manifestation in book form. Mrs. Derricks Blankets remembers and 
celebrates the pastime of a 90-year-old woman who knitted blankets for the local cats and dogs home in 
Bristol. Letterpress, digital and screenprint, hand printed edition, 2011. https://twitter.com/angelacbutler
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Untitled 
Arthur Buxton
RGB screenprint miniature print edition of 60, 2017. https://www.arthurbuxton.com

On the Cusp 11.4 
Catherine Cartwright
�e subject in this piece was 11 years and 4 months 
old when it was made, and shows her ‘on the cusp’ 
of adolescence. Adolescence o�cially runs from 
12-24 years when the brain development is ongoing 
an ‘integration’, meaning these changes signi�cantly 
a�ect how we grow into adults. 

It is, however, an emotional work which a�ects 
the viewer depending on their age - either looking 
back, perhaps with nostalgia, or looking forwards, 
hopefully with excitement and aspiration. 

Photopolymer intaglio, edition of 3.
https://catherinecartwright.co.uk
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Sat.VI, 2015
Ian Chamberlain 
�e Sat.VI etching is based 
on the Goonhilly Earth 
Station, Cornwall, UK 
and is part of my ongoing 
investigation in recording 
manmade technologies. 
�e subject is isolated 
from their surroundings  
heightening the sense of the 
monumental and the iconic. 

�ere becomes a sense of 
nostalgia as we look back at 
these architectural symbols 
of man’s desire to invent.
Etching, 42 x 35cm. 

Edition 30 on Hahnemuhle 
white 300gsm.
http://ichamberlain.co.uk

Lost Connection
Prerna Chandiramani
My practice explores the essence of handwritten 
letters in the age of digital communication. 
�e pure and sensitive qualities of the folds in 
the letter paper express her desire to capture 
and preserve this dying art of letter writing. 

Finding inspiration from old family letters, 
I create one-o� prints using traditional print 
processes of stone lithography and relief 
printing to capture the emotions and memories 
held within. 

Unique print, stone lithography, 2018
http://artsindia.co.uk
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An utterance, Chrystal Cherniwchan
�e images were made in response to the short story ‘Watching God’ in the collection �ree Moments of 
an Explosion by China Miéville. I was interested in the repetition of words, such as sentences and grammar, 
and also the reoccurring themes of ships arriving and the absence of ships. �is made me think of mirages 
or imaginary thoughts, voices in our heads, and how these thoughts can interrupt what we are meant to 
be thinking about, or possibly penetrate their way into a sentence. I wanted the images to be like whispers. 
Hard to make out, but still present. Interrupting due to yearning. Photo etching, 1/1. 
http://www.chrystalcherniwchan.com

Untitled
Paul Cooke
�ree-colour screenprint, 
miniature print edition of 60, 
2016.
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Ert, Lauren Curl 
As a process-based artist, my work is rooted in 
the physicality of making, o�en evolving from 
found collages from our everyday environment 
which illuminate and bear witness to the traces 
of human activity.

�is current body of work is inspired from 
torn billboard posters and how surfaces act as a 
record of its history, a kind of urban archaeology, 
mapping out a history of the place or even 
an imagined land. �e torn edges elude to 
geographical borders with unfamiliar coastlines, 
a landscape interrupted. Traditional printmaking 
processes support my exploration of how to 
convey the tactility of surface by physically 
manipulating it. Recent prints explore this more 
literally by juxtaposing tangible surfaces of blind 
embossment with layers of screenprinted ink. 
Screenprint with embossment. Edition of 6.

https://www.laurencurl.co.uk
Instagram/lauren.curl

�e �ree Spinners, Lisa Davies
My work o�en revolves around fairy tales, and I am most drawn to the stories collected by the Grimm’s 
brothers, which I return to for inspiration again and again. Perhaps it is my attempt at clinging on to 
my German heritage. I moved to England when I was only six years old, but it’s been twenty-two years, 
and I still feel homesick. �e �ree Spinners tells the tale of a beautiful but lazy girl, who �nds herself in 
a predicament when the Queen is wrongly told that she is a proli�c �ax spinner, and puts her to work 
spinning an impossible amount of �ax. If she completes the task, she will be rewarded with marrying 
the Queen’s son. Luckily for the lazy girl, three mysterious old women come to her aid, all whom have 
dis�gurements due to years of spinning. Screenprint, edition of 15. https://www.lisamariedavies.com 
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BANGED UP IN BRISTOL
Jeremy Dixon, Hazard Press
Historic images from the zoo.
http://hazardpress.co.uk

Beloved Beheaded, Niamh Fahy
�is work was created in response to the 
novel Hot Milk. Looking at the tension 
that can arise through transformation, 
I have worked with embroidery to play 
with the notion of the internal state as 
interrupting the physical experience 
of the body in landscape. Here I have 
used embroidery to embellish a layer 
of information on to the surface of the 
print, attempting to create tension as the 
internal state overlaps on to the external 
landscape.

In Hot Milk, the lead character So�a 
receives a gi� of an embroidered skirt 
with word Beloved stitched on to the 
surface of the material. So�a �xates on 
the meaning of this word as it interrupts 
her thought and dictates her actions 
throughout the story. Much later in the 
narrative she looks at the embroidery 
again to realise it does not say Beloved but 
Beheaded. �is misinterpretation is the 
catalyst for transformation in the story as 
supressed emotion spills out and change 
erupts in the world around her. 
Digital embroidery on relief print, 
variable edition of 2. 
http://www.niamhfahy.com
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Untitled
Richard Falle 
Two colour relief print and emboss, 
miniature print edition of 60, 2017.
http://www.richardfalle.com

Interference 2, John Ford
�is print is part of a series of work in�uenced by �lm set in dystopian futures, such as Blade Runner and 
Element of Crime. Ridley Scott described Blade Runner as ‘set forty years hence, made in the style of forty 
years ago’ (Bakatman, 1997). �e neo-noir style of the �lm gives a nostalgic twist with its reference to �lm 
noir and setting in a �ctional future. �e print seeks to echo this aesthetic through the use of traditional 
lino, combined with contemporary laser engraving techniques. Laser engraved lino, edition of 6.
https://johnfordart.wordpress.com/work-2016/
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In�nite
Dave Fortune
Screenprint, miniature print edition of 60, 2015.
http://www.davefortuneserigraphy.com

Moment
Maxine Foster
BARCELONA: Inspiration from 
the urban environment - Time 
stops, then moves on, memories 
from a peaceful place.
Unique screenprint. 
http://www.maxinefoster.com
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Honey Darling’s Old Clothes
Stephen Fowler 
Over her lifespan my pet lobster, Honey Darling grew out of and discarded four outer shells. 
�ese interruptions in her life-cycle led to a new life out of the old shell. 
http://stephenfowler72.blogspot.com

Fig-leaf Palm
Kate Fraser
�e image is of a palm leaf, from my mother’s funeral bouquet. I watched the leaf decay over the months 
following her death and it served as a Memento Mori, a reminder of time passing and also of my mother, 
who loved trees and nature. Lithograph, edition of 2, 2018. http://www.katefraser.co.uk
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Severn Textures 
Jennifer Gathercole
�e image is made up of 9, 5 x 5 cm 
photo-etchings entitled Severn 
Textures. �e images capture 
people’s nostalgic connection to the 
Severn Estuary as that landscape 
is carved out by the tidal ebbs and 
�ows. �e images include old and 
new photographs from a �sherman, 
to a derelict chemical works and 
the natural water/ landscape. 

Some images relate speci�cally to 
oral histories shared by local people 
about their life by the river which 
I was part of collecting through 
the A Forgotten Landscape heritage 
project. jennifergath@gmail.com

Oak, Coo Geller
I notice small details of our world: an oak leaf, twig, lichen, acorn, bark. 
OAK is a microscopic journey into the world of an oak tree. 13-page laser cut concertina book with 
(digitally printed) electron microscope images. Hardback cloth bound loose covers with laser cut acorn 
end papers and ribbon tie. 20 x 16 cm. Edition of 25, 2012. https://www.coogeller.com
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ABC, Ben Goodman
�ree-colour letterpress, miniature print edition of 60, 2017. 
http://www.bengoodman.co.uk

Ticket Book, Hazel Grainger
A folded book made from a 1960’s train ticket and contemporary timetables, 
with rubber stamp printing running throughout. �e sculptural form and patterns 
evoke the journey, the frustrations, the changes, the waiting and late-running. �e 
book maintains the aesthetic and tactile qualities of the original ticket, an everyday 
familiar object, put to one side in the home but not yet discarded. Edition of 50, 
rubber stamp and found materials, 2011. http://hgmakes.blogspot.com 
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Tegan Polygon Decay
Nick Greenglass
Exploring the relationship between 
identity and technology by comparing 
past and future aesthetics.

By interrupting the digital print process 
with a hand burnished chemical decay, 
organic textures have been created that 
hark back to crumbling oil painted 
frescos on centuries old walls. 

Blurring the lines between the push for 
new digital technologies in our lives with
the desire to hold onto and not destroy 
the past. 

Cra�ed digital inkjet with chemical 
decay, edition of 10. 
http://www.nickgreenglass.com

Space and Time
Emma Gregory
As a child I excelled at one thing, drawing. 
In biology lessons I copied the diagrams 
from my ancient text book, and recorded 
experiments and dissections using 
diagrams. 

Now, as a teacher, I associate education 
with theatre, the act of educating being a 
performative one for me. 

�is print combines elements of a 
stage, natural history and a book form. 
I’ve broken it with an actual fold, an 
interruption in space or concentration? 
You decide. 

One o� screenprint on Fabriano.
https://glasswaxandpencil.wordpress.com 
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Words like seeds
Lucy Guenot
During an artist 
residency in Norfolk 
(UK) last year, I 
spent most of every 
day walking. Whilst 
walking I started 
looking for anything 
(rubbish, plant matter, 
feathers, discarded 
ephemera etc.) that 
could be inked up and 
printed. Stopping to 
pick up these found 
objects moved from being an interruption or diversion to my planned walks, to becoming the main 
purpose of them. Interruption = inspiration. Walking along a disused railway track one day, I stopped 
for a rest and discovered the phrase ‘words like seeds broadcast’ carved in to the bench (made from old 
railway sleepers) I was sitting on. 

My found objects were like words or seeds that had been scattered. Relief print & blind embossed 
letterpress. Unique print. lucyguenot@googlemail.com

Elizabeth Shaw
Jemma Gunning
My fascination of recording the passage 
of time is evoked with nostalgia and the 
questions that arise around the lost and 
forgotten landscapes. Urban exploration 
and documenting architectural decline 
reconnects the present day to the past. 

I increasingly feel this is important and a 
way of recording our heritage before it is 
obliterated from our society. 

Drawing, photographing and producing 
prints permit the experience of 
authenticity of place which is lacking 
in our forever developing, shiny and 
pre-fabricated landscapes.

Etching , edition of 20. 
http://www.jemmagunning.com
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Minneapolis Invasion, Charlotte Hall
A Minneapolis metropolis interrupted by converting into species of beetles. Transfer print onto 
handmade paper. Edition of 12.  https://www.instagram.com/eccentric_horace_prints/

Keeping Quiet, Miranda Harris
�is book is an illustrated response to Pablo Neruda’s poem Keeping Quiet. 
In his poem, Neruda wonders whether through a collective moment of stillness and 
quiet we can rediscover the life within ourselves. I wanted to make something which 
would act as an interruption of this kind, creating an experience that would take 
the reader to a quieter place for a moment and o�er a hopeful feeling of awakening. 
Drawing and digital print, open edition. https://mirandaharris.co.uk
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Lost Boy I, 2018, Gen Harrison
I didn’t come, you never called. �ose rivers 
of suggestion drove me away… I’m sorry.
Marcus, 1968–2007. 

Screenprint, variable edition of 9, 2018. 
Instagram/Twitter: @typochondriacs  

�ey Shall Not Rise Until Light Shines 
Upon �em, Tracy Hill & Eijls
Informed by the lost, deluged landscape of 
Doggerland, sitting o� the east coast of the 
British Isles. 
At once mythic and enigmatic, Doggerland 
exists as one of the most pristine, unexplored 
archaeological landscapes in the world. Since 
before the turn of the century, trawlers have 
been dredging ancient animal bones and 
artefacts from the heart of the North Sea, 
de�nitive evidence that suggested the existence 
of a lost land, submerged a�er the great thaw 
of the Ice Age.

A set of unique prints and texts on Tintoretto Gesso art paper containing 8 �ne art digital images by Tracy 
Hill. A set of 18 text cards & photographs by Eijls. A collection of short incantations by Eijls. Housed in A5 
black box, black ribbon, black spot-gloss cover band, edition of 25. 
http://tracyhill.co.uk/2018/03/08/they-shall-not-rise/
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Untitled
Ros Jarman
�is owl by night is a re�ection on the 
mystery of the imagination and animal 
kingdom. Screenprint, edition of 10, 2018.
https://www.instagram.com/rosjarman/

Tsing Sha Highway, Hong Kong
Phil Johnson
As an MAMDP student I was lucky enough 
to be awarded a residency in Hong Kong for 
5 weeks in 2015. On my �rst of many walks 
through Hong Kong and Kowloon I came 
across this view of the Tsing Sha highway, 
an enormous stilted 6 lane motorway 
snaking its way through the high-rises into 
the heart of Kowloon City. 

I was struck by the sheer impossibility of this 
vision, and I felt compelled to make a sketch 
of it there and then, returning several times 
to photograph and draw from this same 
vantage point.

It’s been over three years now since I made 
the trip, and although I was only there for 
a brief period, I feel a very strong desire to 
return, especially to this landscape which 
resonates so strongly with me, interrupting 
my thoughts and even my dreams to this day. 
In many ways the power of the re-imagined 
landscape is greater than when we are 
actually in it…

Copperplate aquatint etching on German 
etching paper, edition of 10. 
http://www.philipjohnsonartist.co.uk
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�is still means something. 
�is is important 
Paul Laidler
Laser engraving, miniature print 
edition of 60, 2017.
http://www.justpressp.com

Printed Matter II
Jude Lau & Samuel Hasler
�e next in line from the award-winning book series Printed Matter. Inspired by the recorded sounds 
of printmaking studios, realised through an exploration of those sounds. Only this time it’s all about 
the printed word. �e printmaking studio begins to take on new forms. “�e merging moving dots. 
Light dots in shivery slow dance. . .” 21 x 14.8 cm. Edition of 25, May 2017, Birmingham, UK. 
https://www.theprinthaus.org
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Fragmented Perceptions, Julie Leach
Fragmented Perceptions explores how our recollections of the non-material and the transient shi� 
with time, perspective and disturbance. Edition of 2, screenprint. https://julieleach.co.uk

Rinfantenesk
Daniel Lehan
Comprised of 18 
pages, a reference to 
Shelley’s novel being 
�rst published in 1818. 
Each of the 18 images 
takes the form of a letter 
addressed to a character, 
or characters, in 
Frankenstein. �ese are 
formed by text cut from 
the novel and collaged 
onto photographs from 
a battered volume of 
Ernest Shackleton’s Au 
Coeur De L’Antarctique 
bought in a Paris 
�eamarket. 

Stab-bound book, laser printed in several colour combinations - blue on orange paper, red on orange paper, 
black on orange paper, and black on black paper. 2018. http://www.daniel-lehan-books.co.uk
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Untitled
Verity Lewis
Screenprint, miniature 
print edition of 60, 2015.
https://bit.ly/2CcU1Ef

and is reimagined, Emily Lucas 
Unique print, monoprint, drawing, collage, Letraset, stitch, 2018. https://bit.ly/2L5NquU 
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Latitude, Cecilia Mandrile & Lina Meruane
�e Desert Inside is a travelling project conceptually based in the sense of incompleteness and solitude 
experienced throughout a displacing process. Rooted in the constant search for aesthetics that portray 
impermanence, I carry and document the �ux of ludic graphic artefacts throughout moving backgrounds. 
Across a series of ‘Solo’ exhibitions in isolated locations, the journey become a subject of dialogue with 
artists, writers and curators, as a re�ection on the solitary game as a strategy of recognition of the new 
inhabited space. 

Latitude, the third chapter of �e Desert Inside collection of traveling journals, was developed in 
collaboration with Chilean novelist Lina Meruane throughout our parallel journey in the north desert of 
Argentina and Chile. �e cut-out accordion book translates a solitary and yet shared experience at both 
sides of the Andes. 2017-18. http://www.ceciliamandrile.com 

Bevington, Josie Martin 
�e subject is the essence of a landscape in Gloucestershire that represents many memories of home, but 
also has echoes of far older stories in its manmade and natural forms. It holds a deep recognition for me - 
we can put down very deep roots when we live in a place and it can become part of our identity even when 
we leave. Screenprint made from an original linocut, edition of 6.
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10 Signi�cant Train Journeys, Imi Maufe
10 Signi�cant Train Journeys takes 10 train tickets from 10 years’ worth of train 
trips, one for each year, and uses an enlarged version of the actual ticket as a way of 
documenting each journey. A concertina screenprinted book with perforated folds 
is reminiscent of tickets coming out of the ticket conductor’s machine. �e reader of 
course has no idea why each ticket is signi�cant, but can trace the train rides criss-
crossing across the British Isles. http://www.imimaufe.com 

Untitled
Jon McNaught
Two-colour lithograph miniature 
print edition of 60, 2017.
http://www.jonmcnaught.co.uk
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London Tank
Darren Bryant, Jan Davis, Libby Elton, Claudie Frock, Sarah Jones, Tim Mosely and Scott Trevelyan 
�is book was made collaboratively for the CODEX Event 2, Australia, coordinated by Tim Mosely. 
9-colour pulp print, screenprint and rubber stamps. 2006. One of a series of CODEX event artists’ books 
exploring history, landscape and place. https://www.dc3p.com/pulp-printing/

Phantom Shapes and Ghost Events
Leslie Mutchler & Jason Urban
�e print, Phantom Shapes and Ghost Events, 
is the by-product of a 2018 exhibition at the 
University of West England. 

�e image utilises experimental RGB pigments 
that, when overlaid, simulate the light of a 
computer monitor. �e text imagery is pulled 
directly from neon signage included in the 
exhibition. 

�e fragment of text is meant to evoke the 
smoking and obscured remnants of a civil strife 
and political tumult at once familiar and distant. 
RGB screenprint, 2018.

https://www.lesliemutchler.com
https://jasonurban.com
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De�ned by Circumstance
Melissa Olen
A snapshot is taken as a documentation of a particular moment in time. 
How can a photograph surpass being merely a documentation? 
What is considered and what is focused on?… 

Europa 
ottoGraphic 
�e panelled illustration 
features Europa and Jupiter 
arriving back on Earth, the 
moon Europa rising behind 
the Fritz Langian cityscape. 

�e arrival is characterised by 
splintered fragments bursting 
through clouds and breaking 
up buildings. 

Aside from Metropolis, 
there are also references to 
the 1980s science �ction 
�ron, and Nicolas Poussin’s 
Adoration of the Shepherds. 

Screenprint (3-colours) 
edition of 10, made in 
connection with the 
artists’ book �e Return 
of Europa, 2017.

http://www.ottographic.co.uk
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Interruption
Linda Parr
�is print was inspired by memorial architecture. Sunshine and shadow on stone, 
the pattern becomes distorted, the irregularity dominates, and all is interrupted.
Screenprint, edition of 3. https://lindasusanparr.com

Wish You Are Here 
Carinna Parraman
RGB Screenprint miniature print edition of 60, 2017.
https://twitter.com/C4RINNA
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Untitled
Océane Pouélé
Two colour lithograph, miniature print edition of 60, 2016. 
https://www.oceanepouele.co.uk

EAT
Zoe Power
Two-colour relief print, 
miniature print edition of 
60, 2017.
https://www.zoepower.com
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Sunday Morning, 5AM
Olivia Pratt
�is print is based on some sketches I did around 
the time of a break-up. However, despite the 
subject matter this is not a sad piece; it is about 
re�ecting and the sound of rain. 

Unique intaglio print (etching and aquatint) 
on Somerset paper.

http://www.oliviaemmersonpratt.co.uk

Surface Layers
Wendy Rhodes
I am an artist, teacher and PhD researcher exploring the 
reciprocal nature of drawing and etching. My work is a visual 
exploration of walking through the landscape in which I live. 
�ese familiar places serve as inspiration, enabling me to 
draw whatever the weather and in all lights; searching for the 
visual opportunity. Drawing is at the core of my practice, and 
is given �ight by the rich variety of techniques available in 
etching. �e etchings are an extension of drawing - material 
engagement that describes a visual tactility expressing an 
experiential view of place. My research brings me into 
contact with a wide variety of practitioners who are linked by 
drawing and etching. �eir evidence enriches understanding 
of why etchers have an investigative material connection with 
the act of drawing and sheds light on the tensions inherent in 
being a creative practitioner. 

Etching, 40 x 20 cm, Edition of 10. wrhodesart@gmail.com
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I think you were there that day
Monika Rycerz 
�e theme of Interruptions inspired 
the beginning of new body of work 
about one of the most important, 
yet most di�cult relation of my 
life. Although my mother is alive, 
our relation has been hugely 
interrupted by her addiction. 

I treat this photo of just me and her 
almost as a treasure and a proof 
of motherly love, which I don’t 
have a memory of. �is image 
always makes me wonder what 
was she like back then and where 
we would be now had she not given 
in to the addiction. 

Unique bookwork, screenprint on 
Shoji paper.

Instagram: @monikarycerz.print

Interplay II
Jane Sasanow
I am exploring how collagraphs can 
be made to interrupt, break up and 
interact with the surface of a lino 
cut, when overlaid. 

Collagraph and lino cut on 
Somerset Satin o� white paper, 
edition of 3.  

http://www.gpchq.co.uk
sassyj1@hotmail.co.uk 
Instagram: @sassyjane6945
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Winter Gardens
Tom Sowden
�is book was produced in reference to Bristolian supermarket car parks.
Searching for life in non-space. Edition of 15, Bristol, 2005.
http://www.tomsowden.com

A�er Rain  
David Sully
Etching and aquatint with chine collé. Edition of 25, 2018. 
http://www.davidsully.co.uk
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Future Interruptions
Kar Mern Tan
Using printmaking and imagination as her tools, Kar Mern Tan creates dystopian cities and ruined 
places that are possible outcomes of pollution and climate change. Built up of layers of perception and 
architectural space she adds texture and depth to her drawing through two printmaking techniques: 
lithograph and etching. Tan creates a sketchy, mysterious, futuristic and post-apocalyptic world 
inhabited by settlers. Unique etching with hand tinting, 2018. http://tankarmern.tumblr.com 

Untitled
Gilly �ompson
Photopolymer gravure + chine collé miniature print edition of 60, 2017. 
http://quercusgallery.co.uk/portfolio/gillian-thompson/
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Collaboration 19 - NATURE
Stephanie Turnbull 
A paper pulp printed book inspired by my time walking through the botanical gardens in Cairns, 
Queensland, Australia. A place that has always felt like home. Pulp print on handmade paper, 
edition of 10, 2018. http://stephanieturnbull.weebly.com

Last night in the city
Zelda Velika
Our memories take us back to a time imagined. Recreated in a 
moment, through a touch. Fleeting, fractured, it escapes as quickly 
as it arrived. Letterpress relief and screenprint, variable edition of 
14, 2018. http://zeldavelika.wixsite.com/zeldavelika   @zeldavelika
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Memory Interrupted 
Cathey Webb
Memory Interrupted is about the precariousness of our memories. How lapses in memory, 
interruptions, occur when reminiscing about past events and the names of places. A walk by the 
river is described in letterpress-printed, un�nished, sentences where someone is trying to recall 
the name of the little blue �owers along the riverbank. �e sentences sit on top of delicate prints 
of the �ower fading from memory, whilst a �ower hides in a central pocket as a name might hide 
in a pocket of memory. �e book is encased with gold end papers emphasising how precious 
our memories are. Letterpress printed on digitally edited photo, with Needle �read Pocket and 
crocheted �ower. http://www.catheywebb.com

Milton
Richard Webb
Linocut, miniature print edition of 60, 2016.
http://www.richardkentonwebb.art
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Pretty Maids All in a Row
Rebecca Weeks
�ese Matryoshka Dolls are from a collection of �gurines collected whilst travelling in Eastern Europe. 
I am drawn to the idea of the multiple, pattern and colour. I love the way that things can be kept inside 
of things. precious objects that contain our nostalgia for a di�erent time and place, the layering and 
repetition of our experiences. Screenprinted edition of 10. 2018. @rebeccaweeksart 

Home
Corinne Welch
�is book is a catalogue of the ten places I have called home. Responding to the themes of  
‘Interruptions’ and nostalgia, the depictions of these houses represent punctuations in my life. 
�e houses are originally illustrated with carbon paper – a transient medium that fades over 
time – but digitally reproduced for longevity. �e concertina format re�ects the chronological 
nature of the content, and the use of cards and pockets is reminiscent of childhood memories 
of library books: checking in and out of each place. Edition of 20, 2018. 
http://www.corinnewelch.co.uk
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Blackberrying
Elizabeth Willow
Letterpress printed open edition, 2016. https://elizabethwillow.co.uk

Parallels
Elena Zeppou
�is screenprinted artist’s book is based on 
Eugene Guillevic’ s poem Parallels. 

�e two chairs symbolise two beings that 
are interrupted by the space between. Space, 
time, existence and sounds are the terms to 
which I refer to using the geometric poem 
by Guillevic. Every sentence of the poem is 
divided into two pages of the concertina book, 
which has a sculptural aesthetic.

http://www.zitroneprintmaking.co.uk
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